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Imagine The Possibilities.

What Can You Imagine?

Coloration
System
For Creative
Architectural
Concrete

Now Concrete
Lets You Get Creative
Patène Artectura, a unique coloration
system applied topically, turns concrete
into your “canvas” for creating an
unlimited range of artistic statements,
from mild to wild! Want to simulate a
sun-bleached flagstone or fine Italian
marble? Patène Artectura achieves
dazzling design options that create
one-of-a-kind floors, paving or precast
options. Patène Artectura is a system of
specialized coloring techniques that lets
you enhance

treatments can’t match. Patène Artectura
can be combined with our imprint systems,
toppings systems, custom polishing systems
or precast systems to create architectural
concrete that is nothing short of breathtaking.
Finally, architectural concrete that
complements the beauty of the surrounding
environment, while offering real durability
and easy maintenance. With innovative
Patène Artectura coloration system, there’s
no end to your creative potential!
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The Patène Artectura coloration system
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effects limited only by your own
imagination!

More Versatile Than You Expect…
More Economical Than You Think
Patène Artectura is the efficient,
affordable way to transform plain,
gray concrete into beautiful, artistic
spaces. Indoors or outdoors, residential
or commercial, new construction or
retrofit… Patène Artectura offers the
kind of versatility traditional concrete
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